TRUECOMMERCE EDI FOR MICROSOFT DYNAMICS AX
FULLY MANAGED, END TO END EDI SOLUTION

BENEFITS OF THE TRUECOMMERCE SOLUTION:

- Embedded AX experience transfers EDI processing from the IT department into the business users’ hands
- Optimise and streamline operations by deploying management by exception strategies
- More than 10,000 companies improve business productivity daily with the TrueCommerce Trading Network

CONNECT: Gain seamless access to your trading partners without the need for multiple platforms

The TrueCommerce EDI for AX solution combines an embedded EDI module, built exclusively for AX, with seamless connectivity into TrueCommerce’s rapidly expanding trading partner network which includes thousands of retailers, distributors, manufacturers and logistics providers. Delivered as a fully managed service, TrueCommerce’s EDI solution enables your team to focus on other priorities.

With the look and feel of native AX, your team will find it easy to implement and will experience a faster learning curve.

Leveraging the familiar and easy-to-use interface for defining business rules allows users of varying skill levels to manage the overall solution.

Delivered as a fully managed service, TrueCommerce’s EDI for AX solution delivers complete end-to-end document flow visibility as well as cloud based document conversion. Additionally, proactive support services handled by dedicated service desk staff ensure this business critical system is always running efficiently.

TrueCommerce also provides the depth and flexibility to accommodate modifications to your AX environment. Our solution design ensures that any customisations made to your system such as the addition of web services, new fields and new workflows does not require reprogramming of your mission critical EDI system.
KEY FEATURES:

- Flexibility to integrate both EDI and non-EDI standards including EDIFACT, TRADACOMS, ANSI X.12, XML, ASCII delimited and fixed position files.
- Support for complex supply chain requirements including Purchase Order change management, despatch advice generation and performance monitoring.
- Streamline processing and reduce chargebacks through advanced error checking and automated data transformations.
- Highly configurable business rules enable true compliance without the need for extra development.
- Configurable and intuitive solution adapts to your business processes, shortening the learning curve.
- Scalable, multi-company, multi-user access to manage the real needs and complexity of enterprise EDI requirements.

INTEGRATE: Configurable Business Rules Enhance Processing Speed & Accuracy

The Microsoft AX embedded EDI solution greatly improves efficiency by allowing your business to configure business rules and cross references to set up “if…then” rules, or to tell the system when to flag orders for discrepancies such as price variances. The system always ensures partner item numbers are translated to and from the AX item number by cross referencing each partner automatically. Additionally, the consistency and accuracy of data being integrated is dramatically improved through the use of process controls such as monitoring duplicate purchase orders and price verifications.

ACCELERATE: Scalable Investment Curbs Costs as Your Business Continues to Grow

The TrueCommerce Trading Network technical architecture was built for high volume transaction exchanges, storage and throughput by leveraging best-of-breed tools and technologies. The scalability of the solution ensures TrueCommerce will be able to provide support and services as your business demands them.

CASE STUDY:

Embedded TrueCommerce EDI Solution for Microsoft Dynamics AX Slashes Costs and Optimises the Document Exchange at Fibertex Nonwovens.

Moving from a legacy ERP system to Microsoft Dynamics AX made it possible to replace a “homegrown” EDI solution. Fibertex Nonwovens is a leading manufacturer of nonwovens for industrial and technical uses. Fibertex is a global organisation with headquarters in Denmark. Since Fibertex was founded in 1968, the company has expanded, and today they deliver to customers all over the world.

“We recently decided to implement an AX module from TrueCommerce, which means that we are now able to integrate our EDI with our ERP system Dynamics AX. We have had a great collaboration with TrueCommerce all throughout the implementation process – we felt that the project was safe in their hands, and they delivered on time. We definitely expect this solution to give us a more effective electronic document exchange, reduced costs and more accurate data”.

Frank Rasmussen, Senior Project Manager, Fibertex Nonwovens.

ABOUT TRUECOMMERCE

TrueCommerce in Europe is the brand name that brings together three market leading EDI vendors in Europe: Wesupply, Atlas Products and HighJump B2Bi. TrueCommerce Europe delivers the next generation of EDI and e-Invoicing managed service to companies large and small looking to improve efficiency and reduce cost. TrueCommerce Europe is part of the global TrueCommerce and HighJump business serving 15,000 customers with almost 800 staff deployed.